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Music and Image: Baroque and Beyond 

A Symposium and Concert in Honor of Professor Barbara Russano Hanning 
The City College of New York 
Friday November 21, 2014 
 
 
 

Full Schedule of Events 
All sessions in the Recital Hall (Room 95), Shepard Hall, The City College of New York 
 

9:30-10:00AM • Coffee and Pastries • Foyer of Room 95 
 

10:00-11:00AM • Session One (Elizabeth Weinfield, chair) 
Welcome Remarks: Professor Shaugn O’Donnell, Chair, Dept. of Music, The City College of New York 
Chadwick Jenkins (The City College and Graduate Center, CUNY): “Flantibus ventis echon adora:”  
Echo and the 1589 Florentine Intermedi   
Paul Schleuse (Binghamton University, SUNY): Image and Imitation: The Function of Woodcut 
Illustrations in Adriano Banchieri’s Canzonetta Books 
 

11:00-11:30AM • Coffee  
 

11:30AM-12:30PM • Session Two (Brooke A. Bryant, chair) 
Ellen Rosand (Yale University): Becoming Conventional: The first operatic collaboration between  
Francesco Cavalli and Giovanni Faustini 
Thomas Lin (Harvard University): From Pietà to Delizie: Revising Cicognini/Cavalli’s Giasone”  
 

12:45-2PM • Lunch • CCNY Faculty Dining Room 
 

2:15-4PM • Session Three (Patrice Boyd, chair) 
Georgia Cowart (Case Western Reserve University): Performing a New France:  
Watteau, the Musical Stage, and the Satire of Absolutism 
Jeffrey Kurtzman (Washington University): What did Italian composers really do after Trent? 
Julia Grella O’Connell (SUNY-Broome Community College): Hearing Voices: Sound and Nineteenth-
Century Religious Conversion 
Barbara Russano Hanning: End Remarks 
 

4-5PM • Coffee 
 

5-6PM • Concert 
Featuring Brooke A. Bryant, Patrice Boyd, Yoon J. Lee, Michael Eisenberg 
and Trio Coprario (Jude Ziliak, violin; Elizabeth Weinfield, viola da gamba; Elliot Figg, harpsichord)  
 

6-7PM • Reception 
Shepard Hall, Room 190 
 
 
Reception generously sponsored by The Simon H. Rifkind Center for the Humanities & the Arts 
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CHADWICK JENKINS (The City College and Graduate Center, CUNY) 
“Flantibus ventis echon adora:” Echo and the 1589 Florentine Intermedi 
 
The 1589 Florentine Intermedi (in celebration of the wedding of Grand Duke Ferdinando I de’ Medici to 
Christine of Lorraine) include two scenes employing musical echo effects: the first intermedio where 
Dorian Harmony descends to earth; and the fifth as Arion bewails his fate when his crew attempts to throw 
him overboard. In a recent monograph on the Intermedi, Nina Treadwell discusses both scenes primarily 
with respect to their possible staging and what she sees as an attempt to give rise to the feeling of 
meraviglia, thereby conferring symbolic power onto the Duke.  
 
However, with respect to cultural products, the political reading (important as it is) merely scratches the 
surface. This is particularly the case with the 1589 Intermedi, steeped as they were in a deep admiration for 
ancient myths and philosophy, and informed throughout by a literary bent that borders upon preciosity. In 
this paper, I will explore several of the literary tropes surrounding the figure of Echo by the 16th century 
that most likely impacted the notion of Echo embraced by the collaborators working on the intermedi. The 
most pervasive and intriguing strand within the Italian history of Echo-reception derives from the 
Pythagorean dictum beseeching his listeners to “Implore Echo when the winds are blowing.” I will endeavor 
to show that these “appearances” of Echo were as philosophical as they were political and were intended to 
enhance not simply the power of the Duke, but also the reputation of the musicians and, indeed, of Music 
itself. 
 
 
 
PAUL SCHLEUSE (Binghamton University, SUNY)  
Image and Imitation: The Function of Woodcut Illustrations in Adriano Banchieri’s Canzonetta Books 
 
Illustrations in prints of renaissance polyphony are extremely rare, beyond generic elements like initial 
letters, decorative borders on title pages, and printer’s marks. When they do appear they can tell us much 
about a book’s function, since as unusual (and expensive) additions they could not have been used 
haphazardly; as images not visible to a separate audience they strongly suggest that the music was 
primarily intended for the enjoyment of the singers themselves. A handful of prints from the years around 
1600 use images of theatrical performances in precisely this way, most notably Orazio Vecchi’s 
L’Amfiparnaso (1597), whose woodcuts were custom-made to portray situations from the commedia 
dell’arte-style scenario that unifies the book. Vecchi’s imitator Adriano Banchieri composed no fewer than 
four distinct books of three-voice canzonettas that rewrite L’Amfiparnaso and also use woodcut 
illustrations, but they do so in a more haphazard manner. A few of Banchieri’s images—specifically those 
for the prologues addressed to imagined audiences— are borrowed or copied from Vecchi’s book, but I will 
show that others in La pazzia senile (1598 and later revisions) and Il metamorfosi musicale (1601) come from 
a set of at least thirty-one generic theatrical images that first appeared in prints of Venetian comedies in 
1591 and 1592. My examination of these woodcuts will shed new light on Banchieri’s purpose in repeatedly 
re-inventing L’Amfiparnaso, on the recreational function of these books, and on his shifting views of 
performance practice for these works at a time that also saw the emergence of opera. 

Per mostrar quant’ella sa   Thus to show what she knows 
Passegiando fa così,   She goes about (sings passage-work) like this: 
Suol tenersi con do la   She usually sustains “con-do-la” [to comfort her] 
Ed andare in do re mi.   And moves “in- do- re- mi” [cover me with gold]. 
 
Io credeva ch’il suo canto   I believed that her song 
Fosse fatto per mi sol,   Was made for “mi sol” [me alone], 
Ma suoi vendersi all’incanto  But she sells them at auction 
A colui che spender vuol,   To the highest bidder; 
Tanto che tra noi dirò   So that among us we say 
Ch’ognun canta quel che sa:  That everyone sings what he knows:  
Io de’ gonzi il mi sol do   I, that of a fool are “mi sol- do” [my wages]; 
Lei de’ cucchi il re mi fa   She, of cuckolds the “re mi fa” [the king makes me]. 
 
 
Born in Venice and adopted by the poet Giulio Strozzi, Barbara Strozzi (1619-1677) is one of the most 
prolific composers of vocal music in the Baroque period.  Giulio Strozzi nurtured his daughter’s ambitions, 
encouraging her to study with the acclaimed composer Francesco Cavalli and inviting her to sing at 
meetings of the Accademia degli Incogniti and the Accademia degli Unisoni, groups of intellectuals that met in 
his home. Strozzi published eight volumes of music during her lifetime. I first encountered Barbara Strozzi 
in Barbara Hanning’s Music Iconography seminar at the CUNY Graduate Center.  We studied the famous 
portrait of the composer by Bernardo Strozzi, reading Ellen and David Rosand’s brilliant analysis.  The 
portrait helped to inspire the topic of my dissertation: the connection between the body of the seventeenth-
century singer and the transmission of meaning in sung music.  
 
As part of my dissertation, I analyzed Strozzi’s Moralità amorosa.  This piece is a setting of an anonymous 
sonnet ruminating on the marvelous, yet ephemeral, nature of female beauty. The poet describes the 
actions his beloved takes to make herself beautiful (including adorning her hair with perfume and colorful 
powders), describing the art of artifice in highly sensuous terms.  At the end of the sonnet, the speaker 
ponders the ephemeral nature of physical beauty.  Beauty is at once temporary and illusory, both subject to 
the limitations of age and dependent on artificial tools whose effects are easily washed away.     
 
With Barbara’s guidance, I analyzed how Strozzi’s musical setting mirrors and magnifies textual themes and 
suggests physical postures and gestures that render the musical structure visible.  I staged the piece 
according to this analysis, and am pleased to share the staging today.  
 
I am also pleased to perform La sol fa mi re do – a piece that highlights Strozzi’s ability to use musical wit to 
amuse and delight audiences.  This work features several musical and textual jokes. A youth is enamored by 
a singer, who refuses to perform for him unless she is paid in gold.  The poet ends each stanza with 
solmization syllables with double meanings.  For example, when the youth asks the singer if she will grant 
mercy to his heart before he “expires from grief,” she replies “do(n) fa mi” (“give me a gift”).  The singer 
performs these syllables on the notes C, F and E – or “do,” “fa” and “mi” in the C Major scale.   

 
—Brooke A. Bryant 

 



Poscia con sottilissimi candori  Then, she spreads every strand 
Sparge dell’ aureo capo ogni confine, Of her golden hair with finest white powders, 
Che di polve di cipri argente e brine Which serve to glaze her golden hair 
Fanno officio di smalto in su quegli ori. With powdery highlights of silver and frost. 
 
Mentre così la bella man s’impiega  And while her expert hand is thus employed 
E fra ceneri e fumi il crine involve,  In transforming her head with ashes and fumes, 
In catene di foco il cor mi lega.  She binds my heart in chains of fire. 
 
Che meraviglia è poi se si dissolve  Small wonder, then, that beauty fades so quickly, 
La bellezza in brev’ora e chi mi nega And who can deny that it is fleeting, 
Che fugace non sia, s’è fumo e polve! Since it is just smoke and powder 
 
 

     Translation by Barbara R. Hanning 
 
 
La sol fa mi re do   La sol fa mi re do 
Barbara Strozzi    
 
La mia donna perché canta  My lady, since she sings, 
Non vuol dir né sì, né no,   Does not wish to say yes or no; 
Ma parlar sempre si vanta   But continually boasts of speaking 
Con la sol fa mi re do.   With “la sol fa me re do.” 
 
S’io le chieggo ch’al mio cor  If I ask her if she plans 
Voglia dar mercede un dì   To grant mercy to my heart one day 
Pria che spiri nel dolor,   Before I expire from grief, 
Mi risponde don fa mi.   She answers “don fa mi [give me a gift]”. 
 
Mai non canta s’io non conto  She never sings without my paying up 
Né la voce trova il tuon,   Nor is in good voice 
Né a sonar lo stile ha pronto  Nor is ready to pluck her strings 
Se non sente d’oro il suon.   If she does not hear the sound of gold. 
 
Insegnando ogn’hor mi va   She instructs me continually 
Che s’a due cantar vorrò   That if I wish to sing duets with her 
Acciò ch’ella venga al fa   Before she arrives at “fa” [the deed] 
Intonar conviemmi il do.   I’d better give her “do” [a gift]. 
 
Di strascini ognora ornato   She wishes to show off her lovely feet 
‘Vuol mirarsi il vago piè   In elegant dance steps; 
Ed in canto figurato   And in ornamented song 
Sempre intona il mi fa re.   Always intones “mi fa- re” [do it for me]. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
ELLEN ROSAND (Yale University) 
Becoming Conventional: The first operatic collaboration between Francesco Cavalli and Giovanni Faustini 
 
La virtù de’strali d’Amore, performed in Venice at the Teatro S. Cassiano in 1642, has the distinction of being 
the first of the ten operatic collaborations between Francesco Cavalli and Giovanni Faustini. It was during 
the course of those ten operas, that the conventions of 17th-century Venetian opera essentially took shape. 
 
It may be somewhat obvious to consider Virtù from the vantage point of the fully developed style of the 
Faustini-Cavalli team, as the first in a series of works in which a system of conventions evolved, more or 
less gradually. But in fact that exercise offers a revealing perspective on the emergence of those 
conventions, allowing us to appreciate how imbalances and rough spots in the initial collaboration were 
worked out in subsequent ones.  
 
 
 
THOMAS LIN (Harvard University) 
From Pietà to Delizie: Revising Cicognini/Cavalli’s Giasone 
 
Francesco Cavalli’s Giasone (Venice, 1649) was a wildly successful collaboration between the seasoned opera 
composer and the playwright-turned-librettist Giacinto Andrea Cicognini. Its performance history—forty 
productions throughout Italy over four decades, survived by sixty-two unique sources—was unmatched 
during the Seicento. While almost all of its librettos provide evidence of revisions made to Giasone after it 
left Venice, four near-identical prose editions that surfaced in the 1660s illuminate a rarely documented 
stage in the creation of a seventeenth-century opera: revisions before the premiere. Alongside pre- (first) 
and post-premiere (second) impressions of the libretto, this prose version provides us with some insight 
into how Cavalli, who by 1649 had eight operas under his belt, might have had a hand in helping to shape 
the text by Cicognini, who until then had written only two librettos. 
 
Anna Tedesco has recently hypothesized the prose version to have been prepared by Cicognini himself—a 
playwright for most of his life—as a working draft for the verse libretto. Indeed, it occupies a fluid position 
within Giasone’s compositional history, as unique elements of it are found in the first two impressions of 
the libretto. Building on Tedesco’s work, my presentation untangles this often complicated relationship 
between the three versions by examining Giasone’s early revisionary history. Specifically, I focus on the 
creative process by which the iconic entrance aria for the title character, “Delizie, contenti,” (“Delights, 
joys”) came to be. It might never have been written without Cavalli’s intervention; originally in its place was 
a short strophic song titled “Amor tutto è pietà” (“All love is compassion”) that exists only in the pre-
premiere libretto. Thus I seek to shed light on the circumstances surrounding the creation of “Delizie,” that 
sensuous calling card for the Seicento’s quintessential effeminate hero. 
 
 
 



GEORGIA COWART (Case Western Reserve University) 
Performing a New France: Watteau, the Musical Stage, and the Satire of Absolutism 
 
Antoine Watteau (1684-1721) worked briefly as a set painter at the Paris Opera House around 1702-1703, 
and a number of his most well known paintings can be explained by a series of spectacles performed in the 
Parisian musical theater over the course of his career. I argue that these encode a critique of the recently 
deceased Louis XIV, while offering utopian visions of a new France. Drawing on the opera, ballet, and the 
musical comedy, I will examine the imagery of Les Comédiens français and Mezzetin at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and Les Comédiens italiens at the National Gallery in Washington, D. C., along with other 
related works. Comparing these to royal portraiture and an iconography of Bourbon power, I will bring 
forward evidence that through the parody of absolutist paintings and engravings, Watteau subtly satirized 
the king and the trappings of his propaganda by means of the following strategies: 1) the substitution of 
comic Everyman types, the peasant and the valet, for the king; 2) the development of a complex imagery 
centered on the fool; 3) the occasional depiction of the satyr, symbol of satire; 4) an elaborate satire on the 
Arms of France, along with the king’s portrait the most iconic signifier of absolutist identity; 5) the satire 
of Louis XIV’s persona as a Roman warrior, and the literal upending of his official state portrait; and 6) the 
staging of a new society, represented by a commercial art market that, absorbing the imagery of the 
musical theater, had inherited its satiric vision of a new France. 
 

 
 

Antoine Watteau (1684-1721): Les Comédiens italiens (National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC) 

           

 
Sweet Bird  
(Il Penseroso, John Milton) 

 

Sweet Bird that shunn'st the noise of folly, 
Most musicall, most melancholy! 
Thee Chauntress oft the Woods among, 
I woo to hear thy eeven-Song; 
And missing thee, I walk unseen 
On the dry smooth-shaven Green, 
To behold the wand’ring Moon, 
Riding neer her highest noon. 
 
Spellings per 1645 edition. 
 

Handel’s 1740 oratorio, L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato, is based on John Milton’s pastoral poems, 
L’Allegro and Il Penseroso, written while Milton was a student at Cambridge in the 1630s, with additional 
text, Il Moderato, written by Christopher Jennens at Handel’s request. “Sweet Bird” forms the centerpiece of 
my recital program, An Evening at Pemberley: The Music of Jane Austen’s Heroines, which I have been 
fortunate to present at numerous venues in the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, and which 
was featured in New York Magazine when I premiered it at the CUNY Graduate Center in 2002. The recital 
grew out of a project I created for Professor Hanning’s Iconography seminar, featuring a number of visual 
images by British artists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and a paper entitled Music and Morality: 
The Social Propriety of Music in the Novels of Jane Austen. While Austen herself does not name the specific 
pieces that her female characters sing or play, she gives very clear depictions of their individual levels of 
musical ability—a modicum of which, at the dawn of the nineteenth century, is to be prized in the young 
upper-middle-class Englishwomen of whom she writes, but too much of which is likely to lead them into 
trouble (notably Marianne Dashwood in Sense and Sensibility and Jane Fairfax in Emma, both gifted singers 
and pianists who ultimately find happy endings in marriage, and Mary Crawford in Mansfield Park—a 
worldly Londoner and Austen’s only harpist, who ends up alone with her expensive instrument).  Marianne 
or Jane might have sung “Sweet Bird”—though possibly with fewer ornaments! My deepest thanks to 
Professor Hanning for encouraging me to pursue an idea that may have seemed unconventional in an 
iconographic context, but one that has brought me great personal and professional satisfaction over the 
past decade, and hopefully, enjoyment to others as well. (Performance note: John Broadwood had ceased to 
manufacture harpsichords by 1793; the pianoforte is the Austen heroines’ instrument, and so we use the piano in 
today’s performance.)                       

—Patrice Boyd 
            

 
 

Moralità amorosa    Amorous morality  
Barbara Strozzi 
  

Sorge il mio sol con mattutini albori  My sun arises early in the morning, 
E intento a cultivar beltà divine,   And, intent on cultivating her divine beauty, 
Con profumi odorosi incense il crine  She incenses her hair with fragrant perfumes 
Per aditar altrui come s’adori.   To invite others to worship her. 



Damigella     Damigella 
L’addolcirei, sì, sì,   I’d make it sweet, Oh yes! 
L’addolcirei, sì, sì.   I’d make it sweet indeed. 
 
Duetto     Both 
O caro, godiamo, cantiamo,  My darling, my only beloved, 
Andiamo a godere,   My darling, I love you. 
Allunga, allunga il morire,   Let’s hasten to pleasure, 
Chi tarda il piacere.   Delay but augments my desire. 
O caro, godiamo, cantiamo.  Let’s hasten to pleasure, 
     My darling, I love you. 
 
     Translation by Arthur Jacobs 

 
 

“Sento un certo non so che” is the charming duet of Valletto and Damigella from Act II, Scene Four of 
Monteverdi’s L’incoronazione di Poppea.  (It may be sung by soprano and tenor, or by two sopranos as in 
today’s performance.)  As former students in Professor Hanning’s Monteverdi seminar, which included 
a study of Poppea, we agreed the scene would be a natural choice for today’s tribute concert.  This 
flirtation between pageboy and maidservant serves to break the dramatic tension immediately 
following Seneca’s climactic aria declaring his willingness to take his own life at Nerone’s command.   
 
Yet, as John Bokina points out in his Opera and Politics: From Monteverdi to Hesse (Yale, 1997), Valletto 
and Damigella are portrayed not so much as typical comic servants in appositon to the emperor and 
his paramour; rather, he says, “only the more ribald and comedic language of Valletto and Damigella 
separates them from Nerone and Poppea, who have lost all sense of aristocratic dignity or political 
responsibility.”   Nonetheless, the objectives of the younger pair are a good deal more straightforward 
than those of most of the other characters in this opera of complex political and romantic 
machinations, and their duet is a light-hearted respite before the scheming begins again.  

—Patrice Boyd 
           

 
Toccata ottava 
Frescobaldi 
 
Born in Ferrara, Frescobaldi travelled with patron Bentivoglio to Antwerp and served as organist at the 
Florentine court of the Medici. In addition, as organist at San Pietro capella and Santa Maria in Trastevere, 
Rome, he significantly advanced Baroque keyboard style with the publication of his 2-volume Toccatas 
produced in copper engraving. As a pupil of Luzzaschi, Frescobaldi was in the circuit of the famed Concerto 
delle donne of Ferrara; his Primo libro d'arie musicali per cantarsi (Florence, 1630) is emblematic of the 
Concerto’s stylized performance art. The toccata ottava appears in the first book of toccatas first published 
in Rome in 1615 and reissued in 1637 in a compilation of both books. In my dissertation about the early 
history of copper-engraved music, I use this work as a locus for examining the impact of engraving on the 
dissemination of a new musical aesthetic. 

—Michael Eisenberg 

 
JEFFREY KURTZMAN (Washington University) 
What did Italian composers really do after Trent? 
 
Studies of the Council of Trent and its impact on music have focused on the Council’s decree regarding the 
mass (misquoted until recently), pre-conciliar discussions of the role of music in the Church, and the 
response of just a few composers to the objectives of the Council. Until the past few years, the Italian sacred 
repertoire of the post-Tridentine period has been a vast unknown territory, but now, through Anne 
Schnoebelen’s and my catalogue of all mass and office music published in Italy 1516-1770, it is possible to 
understand what composers actually did in response to the Council. The number of composers who claimed 
that they were following the requirements of the Council in title pages or dedications is minute in relation 
to the number of published composers from 1562-1605, and their focus is more on Psalms for the Office 
than masses. Despite the fact that no mention of intelligibility of text appears in the Council’s decree, 
several composers do mention this issue in their dedications and most composers did pay more attention to 
clarity of text than previously. Most surprising is that the standard interpretation of the Latin word 
lascivum has been mistaken and that more imitation masses based on secular melodies or compositions 
were published after Trent than before Trent. Moreover, despite efforts to limit instrumental participation 
to organs, instruments other than the organ played a constantly increasing role in both performance and 
composition of sacred music from immediately after Trent without surcease. 
 
 
JULIA GRELLA-O'CONNELL (SUNY - Broome Community College) 
Hearing Voices: Sound and Nineteenth-Century Religious Conversion  
 
While religious experience in Victorian Britain is generally characterized as a “crisis of faith,” and while it is 
certainly true that, post-Darwin, some prominent British subjects (including George Eliot) publicly 
renounced religious belief, there was also, in the mid-nineteenth century, a concomitant religious revival, 
which resulted in some notable conversions. While this revival can be attributed to many factors, including 
widespread dismay over social products of industrialization, I argue that the changing auditory landscape of 
Victorian Britain—itself a by-product of industrialization—and the transformation of sensory experience 
also contributed to this revival, and that some of the most notable of these conversions were, like St. 
Augustine’s in the fourth century, accomplished through the ear. Examining the art-historical and literary 
records, as well as the first-person testimony of Franz Liszt’s protégé, pianist and composer Hermann 
Cohen, who was active in England both before and after his conversion, I contend that religious experience 
in the nineteenth century—especially that of converts—was catalyzed by auditory experience. 
 
 

 
 
 

Afternoon Schedule 
 

4PM • Coffee 
5PM • Concert 

6PM • Reception 



Concert Program 
 

Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643)—Sento un certo non so che (L’Incoronazione di Poppea) 
Patrice Boyd (Valletto) and Brooke A. Bryant (Damigella), sopranos 

Yoon J. Lee, flute 
Michael Eisenberg, harpsichord 

 
Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643)—Toccata ottava, from Toccate Libro Primo (Rome, 1615) 

Michael Eisenberg, harpsichord 
 

George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)—Sweet Bird 
from L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato (London, 1740) 

Patrice Boyd, soprano 
Yoon J. Lee, flute 

Michael Eisenberg, piano 
 

Barbara Strozzi (1619-1677)—Moralità amorosa, from Ariete, op. 3 (Venice, 1654) 
Brooke A. Bryant, soprano 

Elizabeth Weinfield, viola da gamba 
Elliot Figg, harpsichord 

 
Strozzi—La mia donna (La sol fa mi re do) 

Brooke A. Bryant, soprano 
Elizabeth Weinfield, viola da gamba 

Elliot Figg, harpsichord 
 

 
 

Dario Castello (1590-1658)—Sonata prima a sopran solo 
from Sonate concertate in stil moderno, Libro secondo (Venice, 1644)  

 
Giovanni Paolo Cima (1570-1622)—Sonata a violino e violone 

from Concerti Ecclesiastici (Milan, 1610)  
 

Johan Schop (ca. 1590–1667)—(Diminutions on) Nasce la pena mia (Striggio) 
from 't Uitnement Kabinet, Tweede deel (Amsterdam, 1649)  

 
Giovanni Battista Fontana (1580/89-1630)—Sonata seconda 

from Sonate a 1, 2, e 3 (Venice, 1641)  
 

 
TRIO COPRARIO 
Jude Ziliak, violin 

Elizabeth Weinfield, viola da gamba 
Elliot Figg, harpsichord 

 

Program Texts, Translations, and Notes 
 
Sento un certo non so che 
(L’incoronazione di Poppea; Libretto by Giovanni Francesco Busenello) 
 
Valletto      Valletto 
Sento un certo non so che,    What’s this tickling in my breast? 
Che mi pizzica, e diletta,    Never has such joy befell me. 
Dimmi tu che cosa egli’è,    What is this that will not rest? 
Damigella amorosetta.    Lovely girl, I pray you tell me. 
 
Ti farei, ti direi,     I would stay, I would go,  
Ti direi, ti farei,     I would stay, I would go,  
Ma non so quel ch’io vorrei,   What to say I hardly know, 
Ma non so quel ch’io vorrei.   What to say I hardly know, 
 
Sesto teco il cor mi batte,    When you’re here my heart is beating, 
Se tu parti, io sto melenso,   When you leave my heart is sinking, 
Al tuo sen di vivo latte,    And from then until our meeting 
Sempre a spiro e sempre penso.   Of your milk-white breast I’m thinking. 
 
Ti farei, etc.     I would stay, etc. 
 
Damigella     Damigella 
Astutello, garzoncello,    You would leap a hundred fences 
Bamboleggia Amor in te,    Such is Cupid’s game with you, 
Se divieni amante, affe,    When a boy’s in love, ’tis true, 
Perderai tosto il cevello.    He will straightway lose his senses. 
 
Tresca Amor per sollazzo coi bambini,  Cunning Cupid knows how to please us, 
Ma sete Amor e tu, due malandrini.  But you and he are rogues to tease us. 
 
Valletto       Valletto  
Dunque amor così comincia,   So is this sweet love’s beginning? 
Così comincia, comincia amore?   And is it thus we taste its pleasure? 
È una cosa molto dolce.    If your heav’nly fruit to me were granted 
Io darei per godere il tuo diletto   No cherries or apples would be wanted. 
I cireggi, le pera ed il confetto. 
 
Ma se amaro divenisse    But if e’er bitter taste came to this wine, 
Questo miel che sì mi piace,   Which so delights me, 
La dolciresti tu?     Would you make it sweet? 
Dimmelo, vita mia, dimmelo, di’!   Tell me, beloved mine 


